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university. Residents also said
they enjoyed the affordable fees.
Retiring military personnel and
veterens said they found BSU a
good place to take advantage of
their GI benefits.
Many Of the students.etrects-;
trattonsatd the curriculum and
excellent reputation of BSU's
School of Business made them
decide to enter the university.
One marketing major said that
"the applicable classroom-
oriented practical experience" he
gained in the business school
improved his prospects for getting
a good job when-he graduates .
A Liberai Arts Student indicated
he was not working toward any
Immediate career goal with his
classes at BSU.
"I just wanted to get a degree
and to go to college, "he said. "I
don't really care [in what area the
degree lslnl, "
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. Boise State University students
who went through the registration
process Friday experienced
varying degrees of: success in
getting the classes they wanted.
Registration at BSU, .as one
lTlight imagine, Is a complex
process, but according to many
BSU students, it is not necessarily
a difficult. one.
The complexity of the registra-
tion process is a direct result of
Increases in student enrollment,
.sald many university officlais
Friday. "
All .Indlcations are that this
year's enrollment will be . larger
than last year's, officiais said. In
1979, BSU had 10,025 Students
enrolled in academic programs
and 702 In vocational technical
programs.
BSU students expressed dif-
ferent viewpoints on registration
and gave a variety of reasons for
entering (or re-entering) Boise
. Stale.
Ray Weldon, a marketing
major, said registration "seems to
be much more organized, easler, (UA)-A state-wide 3.85 per-
and faster this year than it was cent holdback In current fiscal year
when I went here,a couple of years base budgets could result in a
ago," he said. . temporary $40 increase In student
"In the past sometimes it's fees In the Spring semester of
taken me one and a half .to two 1981, Boise .state University
hours to register," Weldon said. President John Keiser said
One student said that pre-regis" Tuesday.
tration should be abolished and . Speaking on the KAID-lV pro-
that something should be done to ',gram The Reporters, Keiser said
help people whose names fall in a the rise In student fees reflects an
certain alphabetical order and 'overall slowdown In the economy.
must register late in the day and The 1 percent Initiative, which
never get the classes they want.' resulted In lowered tax revenues,
Many students said they had combined with shortfalls In the
constraints placed on them which Idaho Medicaid proqram, and the
didn't permit them to pre-register. unexpected expenses caused' by
One student said, "I just didn't the Mount St. Helens eruptions
have the rroney," while another and the Idaho State penitentiary
said that her parents had been prison riots have resulted In the'
traveling and she couldn't get the budqetcrtsls. '
money In time." The holdback had been 3 per-
Students '-who braved the long cent of base budgets In' August,
lines gave several reasons for but Governor John Evans announ-
deciding to enter or return to Boise ced an additional .85 percent
State.' . holdback last week.
FOrBoise realdents, being close Keiser said It was Important to
to horne played amajor role-in view the financial pinch "In the
their' decision to 'corne- to the context of the future rather than
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BSUstudents risked stiff necksand sore backshunkering down over class schedules during registration.
Getting classes to mesh was almost as difficult as moving around the crowded gym floor.
onotc by Dick Selby
Fee mer ose Possible S ring Semester
by Marianne Flagg
News Editor
the past If institutional and com-
munltyprogress with quality is to
be the goal."
The only. alternative to the fee
increase would be a declaration of
financial exigency, resulting In the'
lossof several faculty positions, or
a "do nothing at all" policy which
would require massive faculty and
staff firing and the removal of 50
classes from the Spring '81 sched-
ule, Keiser said.
BSU Student Body President
Sally Thomas said Tuesday that
she was "extremely reluctant" to
support a fee increase, but saw,no
other way to deal with the budget
problem and maintain the quailty
of BSU's programs.
Thomas said the Increase could
extend through three semesters.
"If there was no fee increase or
declaration of financial exigency,
50 class offerings would be lost,
the library would lose$30,000,and
the part-time staH would be
lost," Thomas said.
Thomas Said students should be
made to pay a portion of their
education, but that the state
legislature should be more sup-
portive of higher education in
Idaho. .
"People in Idaho are right In only way to comply with the
demanding that fat be cut from the Governor's holdback order and not
budgets," Thomas said. '" also reduce the faculty and the quality
think that If people understand the of programs offered at Boise State
seriousness of the problem and is to support a temporary hike In
realize that BSU does not have student fees.
any fat then their commitment will Thomas ·said she and BSU
be strong enough to do something student leaders will bring a pro-
to help," she said. eosal before the State Board of
Under the 3 percent holdback,' Education to "proceed with other
• the university would be required specific courses 01 action designed
to make up $489,000 in budget to save or generate additional
cuts. With the addltlonai .85 dollars for higher education."
percent cut, the, school must make The proposal may Include
up another $148,000. asking the Board to take "an
In a speech delivered on Aug. 25 official stand advocating adequate
before faculty members, Keiser funding for higher education."
outlined steps the university could Thomas said the student group
take to make up the $637,000 total. would propose that "lnterootle-
The university had set aside glate athletics in Idaho's unlversl-
$150,000 for land acquisition. ties and colleges become totally
That money, -cornblned with self-sufficient." The group may
$90,000taken from operating bud- also propose legalization of liquor
gets and $100,000 of salary on cempus as a means of raising
savings from unfilled faculty post- revenue.
tions will help absorb the def lclf. Inan effort to reduce program
An additional $25,000 can be redundancy, Thomas said a major
pulled from capital Investment proposal would be "program cut-
project reserves. backs and consolidation on state
With. the $365,000 total in and individual university levels
budget cuts, the university is stili . and cooperative programs be-
$272,000 in the red. tween in-state . and out-Of-state
Keiser and Thomas said the overlapping programs."
__ - l- '._-- ' ,- ,- ,,-;-" ", " ~ ,,,. :. -, -."'.. '. ,'.' - ' .:' , " -' -~," : " .. ' .. ' -", '
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INHISCONCERT FILM .WELCOME TO MY By Dr. John H. Keiser
-' NIGHTMARE It Is my pleasure to welcome
Students to campus for the 1980-81
I~~~S~E~E~;A:L~'~C~E~D~O~~H~~~T~H~'N~G~!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ati~cl~~~BK M . 92 ment and challenge in many ways.THE GRADUATE 'KB agic I hope that each of y.0u discoverHI' Presents 2 Mldnlte and utilize all of the resources the
campus provides for you. It Is,ANNE BANCROfT .."DUSTIN HOFFMAN· KATHARINE ROSS Movies this Weekend appropriate, I think, to share
And Every Weekend! briefly with you, the four goals for
The Choice is Yours the year which 'I suggested to the
faculty last week as foundations
Box Office Opens for the future. They are unity,
11 :30, SEATS ARE pride, excellence, and community
JUST $2.50 serJ~~y demands that we agree
, our purpose is to produce educa-
ted persons, and that we seriously
'contemplate what that means.
\/\/hen your parents, as many do,
advised you to get an education
because it is something that can
not be taken away, they came
close to stating our common
rallying point. Unity requires
colleagueship and understanding
of the various approaches to
. knowledqe. In a time of scarce
dollars, it is easy to conclude that
what you are doing is ultimately
more val uable than what someone
else is studying. learning and
teaching of great value takes place
in nursing classes, philosophy
classes, vo-tech classes, art
classes, intercollegiate athletic
competition, and history lectures-
as well as the many other things
we do. on campus. Unity suggests
inclusiveness rather than exclu-
siveness; understanding rather
than Intolerance.
Pride from our perspective as
learners is based on our faith in
ourselves, our ability to become
better, more sensitive persons in
response to the effort we put forth
to make that happen. Pride must
be institutional as well. To me, it
is very much a privilege to be a
Bronco. That covers the right to
an essentially free public educa-
tion and the opportunity to take
maximum advantage of it. That
covers the history of Boise State
University, how we became the
fine institution we are, as well as
our future, how we fit into this
center of learning, enterprise, and
government and provide even
greater contributions to society ..
.That also covers every employee
and student, not in a love it or'
leave it context, but rather in an
attitude of how together we can
make the University better in
response to the best ideas.
Excellence means - that If its
worth doing, it is worth doing well.
It recognizes that 'becoming liter-
ate, publically aware, llfe-lonq
learners, able to solve problems
, through the perspective of our
disciplinary major is a substantive,
measurable, definition of an edu-
cated person. It means choices,
e.g., a third draft of a term paper
instead of Monday night football,
an additional day of reading and
understanding to properly refute
an argument (or even accept it)
rather than reducing another's
pOsition to nonsense so it can be
easily rejected, a careful reading
of requlations and deadlines to
assure the classes you need, the
room you want, or the assistance
your require are truly covered. I
recently told the coaches, mens
and womens, that their task Was to.x: Newa conduct a Winning program with
j' .;/':: integrity within shrinking bad-({DWi1ii~}) M'ri.nn. FlBgg,edit" S:Wi~~~~::,:~~
~~-_~, ~~~C,~' sports tracts institutional support, and
lh Bud Humphrey, Editor stands as a critical goal.( e Community service recognizes
the fact that Boise State University
Ultimate In is a tax-supported institution, thatEntertainment and Calendar you will be alumni much longer
Pr,ofessional Chris Eynon, Editor than you will be students, and thatI our . civil ization and the great
Hal"rstyll"ng traditions of democracy rests upon, ' Photos effective public education. We are
at ",e,ry a major community resource, andW Dick Selby, Chief we must respond like one. After
Greg Jahn, Lab technician reducing our budget in reaction-toReasonable .the 1% initiative, we are presently
engaged In another budget-Prices, Copy layout reduction excercise, however. As
H U you are aware. 'I have advocated
r Connie Rosco,Chief an increase in student fees ior this
t Randy Nettleton. Ass. Chief vear-ettective January 1, 1981,
VI ' Shelly Moore Your ASS President has beeniJ . Laura Hibbs
tfl 1~'", ~' ii' !J Steve Siegel ii" involved in these discussions, In
''1' .. j r .my.judqrnent, our fees comparedil \~r~?:,.. /d 11 t! with others and our presently"d rVlf:rrjf>;~':1i , i Ad La,YOut t,J11 ~~""""--..L.:i::":{'\..''-I t ! II budqetary situation justifies it. If
t ~ ~_.~ '..:JI ,that does occur, however, I believe
I'J] '" . , 1 Dan KO,'SkY, Chief, " ,j'I we will have come very close to eml " Li]"'=:;Q ".. =~J!appropriate limit, and it will be
~
! Products 5~lUld@.!fjjt UJfilDO!lll IDJ!©1tg<> i}44 ..2712, f", ~" }. necessary to chanqethe nature of. J J higher education in Idaho unless,
Il:iJc::IClllCl:J=&m=~==CJC!:l=E:Jlll1mlZZltJ=lI:;::lIll:Il __ r;;zl;m=I2lEilillii:ii:1Jll:ZJ_c::I==CllC'l:lI::::lC13H::::ar.=JE:::l 'The University Arbiter is pub-, through legislative funding. it; ~"ns at the '1IiShed, we~/(/yby students of BSU. remains a public priority. If it is a
'~ IiJJU Ii. 0 Co~t:lbutlOns an~ advertiSing are crttlcat community servlce, we will
n d' d S'rs h soticitei; the editors reserve all all have to work together -to
=" an ea..' .': 0 !rights. Offices are located on th,e convince decision-makers to sus-
I:l , , , • 1iI\ 2nd floor of the SU.B. Hours 8:30 taln It. I think we carr if we find
D perm . I: to 5:00 Monday through Friday. unity in our educational intent,
B , ,'I 385-1464 pride In our achleve~nts and in
Ilhll/lllll!lI!1llJEmi--llllliUlm-- __ ma_IIIilllI_Elill __ IIII~lUJllllllllllllllillll':liUlllll __ e lJ!iNmmIll!llEli 1 the UniversitYr~celience In our',
, IMlrk, and reward in our rom-
munity service.
Broadway Ave. Just 2 blocks from Bronco Stadium
r
Sally Thomas is the President of
the Associated Student Body of
Boise - State University and a
former editor of the University
Arbiter. The Arbiter talked with
her in' her office on the second
floor of the Student Union
BUilding.
Arbiter: What do you seeas the
biggest problem facing the stu-
dent .body of Boise State .durinq
the comming year? .
Thomas: The biggest problem
deals' with the whole subject of
financing the University, at least
that's the most immediate prob-
lem. According to the newspaper
this morning the governor is
asking for an additional .85% hold
backon top of the 3% hold back he
asked for before. The frightening
thing - about it is that the state
budget offices are projecting that
there might be a 5 or 6% holdback
before this year is out. What we
are talking about now is not
$489,000 (3%), or whatever
$489,000 plus $148,000 (.85%) is,
but about twice that amount of
money.
Arbiter: Where.do you stand on
the fee increase?
CAMPUS
OPINION .....
The ARBITER
Poll
A new weekly feature ot. the
University Arbiter will be a ran-
dom-as-possible,' mari-on-the-
street poll, conducted by an Arbi-
ter staff writer. The poll will posea
timely question to 50 students on
campus.1t is intended as an infor-
mal barometer of the student
mood and is neither designed nor,
intended to be a scientifically
accurate reading of student
opinions. this week, Arbiter writ-
er Laurie Johnston asked stu-
dents:
"If the election were held today,
who would you Vote for in the
presidential election?"
RESULTS: Ronald Reaganwon
the mock election with 26 'votes,
Jimmy Carter and' John Anderson
tied with 10 each, and Gerald
Ford, Ed Clarke, and Ted
Kennedy each got one.
"If the election were held today,
would you vote for Frank Church
or Steve Symms for U.S. Senator? '.
RESULTS: Steve Symms won
the Senate race with a 7 vote
margin. Symms received 26 votes
while Church received 18 votes.
Six abstained.
Students gave a .variety of
reasons for "voting" the waythey
did: .
One student who voted for
Reaga'l said that he "cleaned up
California pretty good, and we
ought to give his a try." Another
said student liked "the things he
. has to say." One student would
, have liked to vote for Anderson,
"butslnce he can't win, Reagan's
the next best."
One student. who voted for
Symms didn't know much about
Church, she said, but "didn't
think much of him." .
Another student voted for
Church because "a vote for h....
Church 'is a vote against Symms."
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Thomas: That's a really com-
plex question and I'll be able to
answer you better in a couple of
days because I am having a
meeting with the student leaders
later today to get their input.
Personally I believe that the
increase is almost inevitable when
you look at the cutbacks that are
already being made at the
University. I have some figures
here: For example, if the
, University itself-cuts back SOI118'-
thing like $350,000 they still need
$138,000 of student money to
make up tor the money lost in the
.3% cutback, not to mention the
additional cuts that might come
down. I think there is going to be
a student fee hike and I think that
the students need to think there is
going to be a student fee hike and.I
think that the students need to use
a lot of wisdom right now-if we
support the fee as a whole we need.
,\to .define its parameters and we
also need to talk about the
trade-offs that we are willing' to
make in return for our support.
Oneof the things that is a highly
controversial item, but maybe this
is the time to talk about a highly
controversial Item, is bringing in
and selling liquor on.campus and
using those revenues to help pay
the increasing costs of education.
We are certainly not through
investigating this idea, but what
wewould Iike to propose is a whole
package where we sell liquor on
campus so that the revenues come.
right back into the University.
Maybe we would just sell liquor
only in specified spots to begin
with, at the stadium for football
gamesor at the SUB for dinners or
something like that. In concur-
rence with that we'd also like to
seeas part of the package, an item
that talks about alcohol education
so that students who are learning
in their lives can also learn how to
handle alcohol which is a real fact
of life.
. Arbiter: Tvvo years ago there
was a big push to get alcohol on
campus and it ran into a stonewall
of prohibitionists opposition, can't
you expect the same response?
Thomas: Well this state has a
lot of people who are not in favor
of alcohol consumption in any
form, but I think maybe if it's
handled in a.... Obviously I see
some problems, I think it's a hot
political question, but so is finan-
cing of higher education' a hot
political question and I think we
need to be as creative and as
resourceful as we can in finding
answers to that question and
selling liquor is one resource we
have not looked at before. The
seriousness of our financial prob-
lems might lead to getting a more
serious look at what had been
• before unacceptable alternatives.
CONTINUED TO PAGE 4
Arbiter: Last Winter the State
Legislature almost passed an
in-state tuition bill. In light of
recent developments do YOuthink
that there is a possibility of an
in-state tuition bill comming up in
the Legislature next year?
Thomas: Oh absolutely, It's
going to come up again .this
winter. I think that unless
students meet the problem' head-
on and come 1 up with some
alternative suggestions and. show
that there is a mature attitude on
the part of the students the
legislators are just going to put
through what they think is best
without any input from the stu-
dents.
.'1
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These two TI calculators can help you
handle courses in math, in science, or business,
,No~ and in the reat world.
-,
One- real-world lesson you'll learn in
school is the importance of productiv-
ity. Time ;you spend doing the math
part of the problem is time you can't
spend learning concepts.' .
. A Texas Instruments professional
calculator will help make your study
. time.more productive. And it can also
help you move into the world of a pro- .
fessional. A world where knowing the
concept is only part of the solution.
Bringing out the answer requires a
working knowledge of a powerful
personal calculator.
Economical TI Business Analyst-I
with Statistics ,and -advanced busi-
The TI-55 advanced slide rule
with statistics and program-
mability •.
This capable calculator has AOSTN
easy entry system, statistical func-
tions, 10memories, 9 levels of par en-
thesis, trig,powers and roots, plus
programmability. Its book, "Calcula-
tor Decision Making Sourcebook" (a
$4.95 value), helps you get all the
power pre-programmed into the TI-55.
See the whole line ofT! fRrl~(".ltS
calculators at your college. InnOVJ~lon
bookstore or other retailer. J})5I .:
*'lhldemark ofThxas Instruments ,~
Incorporated. •
ness functions.
Pre-program-
med with busi-:
ness functions
for time-value
of money, statis-
tics, profit mar-·
gin. And other'
problems you'll encounter in
business school. Other capabilities in-
elude percent, squares, logs, and
powers. Its 140-page book, "Keys to
Money Management"(a $4.95 value),
has step-by-step instructions plus
sample problems. It's an extra value
with every BA-I.
Texas Instruments technology -. bnnging affordable electronics to your fingertips.
TEXAS lNSTRUMENTS
© 1980 Texas Instruments Incorporated INCORPORATED 45731
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3
Arbiter: How is the Associated
Student Body's budqet holding
out?
,
·1
Thomas: Well we're based on
tl1enumber of students, we get
$16.50 per full-time student each
semester. The interesting thing
about Boise State University is
that while the other state univer-
sities are projecting a decrease in
enrollment Boise State is projec-
ting longterm increases, - some-
thing like 2 or 3% per year over a
period of time. So the ASS budget
looks good. because. the rrore
students we get the more rroney
we have.
Arbiter: Any new ideas from
ASS to look' for this year?
Anything we haven't seen before?
Thomas: I have already started
working on several different pro-
grams, one of which is to have one
or two hours of class free time
every week. This program is
already being worked on but it
won't come on line this year. We
hope that by September of '81 we
wi II have a period of class free
time for programing on campus, of
course that is looking forward to
having the Pavilion on line in
January '82 too. Another new
thing is thatwe hope that in the
catalogue that comes out this
spring there will be a line item for
internships at all levels of admini-
stration in the University available
to SSU students. This plan has
received a lot of support from
people we havecontacted in trying
to get this plan on line.
Iwant to say something
about the ASS budget. Even
though we look like we might have
rrore dollars because there are
rrore students coming to the
University, there is a lot rrore
'pressure on us for money. The
day .care center is one good
example. We didn't even have
student funded day care services a
couple of years ago and now we
are funding them at an ever
increasing rateevery year and the
demand-for that service is getting
higher. . So I don't want to leave
the impression that we're rolling
in money becausethat's not true,
It is just that it seems that we'll
have sufficent money to handle
our needs if we are very wise with
a1~ the requests that come in.
Arbiter: I've noticed in the last
year with the building of the
Pavilion thai parking around the
campus is getting to be a real
.problem. Is the Morrison Center
going to take away any more
parking?
thomas: Well you know they've
changed locations for the Morrison
Center, now it is going to be
located over there between the
Sclence-Ed building and the
Towers. One of the reasons they
'gave for that move was to Improve
the parking situation, there are a
lot of parking spaces in that area
and people can also use the park to
park In. The whole question of
parking is, unfortunately, going to
get more and more tangled as time
goes on. One of the cuts that the
University is making right now In
order to answer to the 3.85%
holdback Is that they are not going
to. be able to purchase $150,000
worth of land they had planned to
purchase for parking. They had
the moneyearmarkedforlhe land
but now they just simply can't use
It for that purpose,
Arbiter: Onel~t question, do you
still wear that hat?
Thomas: .When winter comes.
It's a winter-time hat.
(,
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By Master'a degree, but 'with very
Marianne Flagg limited or entirely absent doctoral
News Editor: programs." "
Call Ing Boise State Uni,versity the While the Idaho Legislature and ,
"urban university" of Idaho, BSU the State Board of Education
President John H. Keiser on Aug. mandated that BSU's educational
25 - stressed the importance of role would be similiar to' that of
unity, pride, excellence, and com- ' Idaho State University" Keiser
munity service among educators, said BSU's geographical location
students, and community mem- makes it an "urban university."
bers to insure BSU's future BSU is not the "mirror image'.'
viability. of ISUand should be recognized as
Speaking before faculty mem- a separate entity by the Legislat-
bers In the ~peclal Events Center, ure and the State Board, Keiser
Keiser opened a series of faculty said.
workshops sponsored by, the BSU's rapid growth tn enroll-
Faculity Development Committee.
Keiser dellvered his address ment has made it the largest
amidst news of a state-wide 3 school in the state, with 10,025
percent holdback in current fiscal academic students and 702 vocat-
year budgets. The holdback has lonal-technlcal students In ;979.
since been Increased to 3.85 Unlike other states and regions
percent. of the country, Idaho and Boise
In his opening remarks, Keiser will experience rates of 2 percent
said "the national scenario for student growth per year through
higher education in the 80's the next 20 years, Keiser said.
consists of decreasing public "Idaho and Boise's population
support, an examination of the and our student supply will cont-
profession of teaching, and more Inue to grow ,through the year
carefully drawn institutional rnls- 2000,"he said.
slons andmandates," BSU's future will be protected
Keiser appealed to members of and formed through excellence
the teachino profession to pull and community service, Keiser
together In "a time of increasing said, Maintenance of Iower-
enrollments and shrinking bud- devislon offerings as a strong base
gets. for upper-dlvlslon and graduate
"Unity demands an under- programs and emphasis on tan-.
standing of what we are and what guage competency will help pre-
we want to become," he said. serve excellence at Boise state, he
"And unity is built upon a shared said.
faith in the Importance of educa- Morrison Center for the Fine and
tlon and of our profession as Performing Arts, and the Pavilion
teachers" he said. will provide service to surrounding
Stressing the Importance ot all communities while offering the
levels of education, academic, university training grounds for
vocational, and athletic, Keiser students in government, public
urged faculty members to accept ' life, and the arts, Keiser said.
differing approaches to education 'The School of Public Alf'iirs ...
at BSU and to "admit no hierar- will stimulate excellence by pro-:
chy." vldlng a previously uncoordinated,
,Keiser said pride in the nobility multl-departmental focus on the
.and "salvation" of the feaching questions of liberty, justice, .and
profession 'should act as a catalyst general welfare, 118 said.
In preserving unity, The Morrison Center for the
"I fr9J1kly believe It Is a prlvll- Ane and Performing Arts will
ege to be a Bronco In the broadest "educate the layman, turn the
sense, that the statement covers pastels of dally life Into the bright
everyone who signs a contract for colors of art for as many students
anything with this university or and citizens, as possible; .and
any student who is admitted, and increase aesthetic awareness
that It includes every philosophical throughout the region," Keiser
contention a!ooutedUr.atlon I have said.
made since my arrival [at BSU}." Keiser said the School of B,usl-
Keiser said. ness, together with the School of
Public Affairs and the Va-Tech
Keiser cited BSU's classification Schoolwlll play an even more key
as a "comprehensive university" , role in BSU's relationship- with the
Its growing .enrournent. and Its community.
vocational-technical program as "The opportunity for a truly
sources of pride at the school. excellent business education at
The Carnegie Council defines this university, tnthls clty r ,wlth Its
BSU as an Institution "offering a mix 'Of academic and real world
liberal arts program In addition to experience Is so obvious as not to
professional or occupational pro- need further elaboration," he
grams, many offering the said.
[ Molenaar's·;s
just a few
blocks away ..
WHEN YOU NEED ..
SOMETmN SPECIAL- ]
FOR A SPECIAL
SOMEONE.
COME TO A SPECIAL 'h
STORE II
rn~' (jewelers "
'12-07 Broadway
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COURSE .TITLE
2112
4112
4213
GR101
TIME CREDITS
Acts of Apostles 7:30-9:30 P.M.Tue. 2
PrisonEpistles -10:40-11:30 A.M.'TTh ·2
(Ephesians, Philippians, colossions, Philemon)
,,Christian Evidences 10:40-11 :55 A.M. MW 3
Greek Language 7:00-10:00 P.M.M 3
and Literature
Greek Readings 1:30 P.M.Friday
(GR101 prerequisite)
GR2112 3
UNSTRUCl'DR: John W. Moreland
CLA5SRDIClM: Biblical Studies Center
(accredited through Oklahoma Christian College)
FiElYDSTIf1ATHDlNl: September 2-12, 1025 Belmont St '
FEE: 515.00 per course
GR101 fee 525.00 per hour credit. $20.00 audit
(Registration thru Con. Ed. in classroom, ~ept. 8)
D!NIfDRMfll'DDN Biblical studies Center, '
1025 Belmopt, 342-2182, 34t>-3784 I
',\
,
IF YOU Df11NIIT
ALWayS CODK WHEN
yaU "faRE CDDKRNCi .. a
'fime?},W &\iui1t~d t:a
CB~anUp a M~EU1} Lik~
Thim CcnJled MOB" .
ila Ille/lll in BiaD(§l(!JY
Sign up 'fGlr321 coupon program and dIscover "4ll.-..n--r ,
time you never thought you had. Burled In
every week are coutless hours spent washing
and storing dishes, popcorn poppers, buying
food, cooking and general cleaning.
We Can Save You That Time. Intead of
washing dishes, boiling potatoes, or scrub-
bing pans, you eat to your heart's content.
And let us worry about the mess. ...::::~2::::~
I
1'1
~rs.Jti:ilIN 'tHE COUPDN CLAN AND DI51l'.':II:!lVIEIR
university food services • .v-:> IFhndbleDininrgthat MeetlB Ycur
~~(s~' ~~~ , Schedule. Nat DUllfII5
~~Ufi, There was atlrne when you didn't have too
manycholces In meal plans or when you ate
, those meals...TIMESHAVE CHANGEDand 50
have the options. The NEW 321 COUPON
PLANlets us serve you by your rules, not ours.
It is desIgned with you In m!pd.
Sound like a good deal? ,'We;n be happy to
explain this new and exciting food program ...
just stop by the Food Service Director's office
an ask us about It.
ycurEals. State ,
c:ampusc:a'eteria -
Will maklf it: b.tter
all the. time!
..~. "
Higher education in Idaho is _in
serious financial difficulty. This
summer, ASBSU leaders learned
that another year of underfunding
of higher education meant that
only oneor two requests for money
above the current Jevel of mainta-
nence and operation of programs
had any chanceof being approved.
Just before the August budget
hearings at the State Board, we
heard the Governer's order for a
3% holdback on those already
insufficient funds. And today that
holdback figure is up to 3.85%.
In terms of dollars, 3.85%
means a cutback of this year's
budget of around $637,000. In
terms of student's needs, this
cutback means less classes will be
offered, some courses will disap-
pear, and the faculty/student ratio
will continue to shift to more-
students in larqar classeswith less
faculty assistance. I
The State Board -tlf Education
suggested, .~mong other things,
that a student fee increase be
imposed to make up for this
serious dollar loss. student
leaders expressed dismay about
the increase and about the timing
-during the summer when the
students were off campus. The
Board decided to delay dlscusslon
of a fee increase until September,
but they will consider the subject
this week.
We do not want a fee increase.
No one wants to have to pay more
for any item. But, before the
student leaders took any public
stand, we spent the best part of
the last three weeks learning the
background and the problems._
The following is my report to you
after this marathon round of
sessions.
°Regarding money. spent on
I:l========================-H higher education, on a per capita
I+===E
H II n,
n
Ii
As the 1980-81academic year starts up at Boise State much of the
attention of students and faculty will be directed towards the severe
financial problems afflicted on the University by the 3.85 percent
holdback in state spending. The money worries at Boise State have
given birth to numerous speeches, meetings, and newspaper
headlines (some of these headlines are in this very issue of the
Arbiter). It is activity and comment; it is, after all, an unexpected
disaster for higher education and is therefore a very attention-gettlng
problem.As serious as the lossof something over $630,000 in state money is
to Boise State, the problem presented by the loss is a solvable
dilemma which can be directly attacked, either through cost cutting
measures, raising student fees, or (less acceptable) lowering the
quality of education at Boise State. Thus, less than two weeks after
the budget problem has surfaced some feasible, albeit painful,
solutions to the problem of the budget holdbacks have been proffered
by the administration of Boise State. The very fact that the budget
problem is such an attention grabbing problem that presents the
University with a direct challange and clear choices for answering the
challenge make the budget problem in many ways less dangerous to
the University than other, less strident, problems. One such less
strident problem which occurs every year, and goes practially
unnoticed, is the alarming attrition (drop-out) rate at our University.
Something like fifty percent of all first year freshmen never graduate,
and the number may become greater when the new curriculum
(which allows for fewer choices among .core credits and requires
juniors to pass a writing proficiency test) goes into effect this year.
The attrition problem, unlike the budget cut, offers no direct point of
attack: Is the reason for high attrition the fault of the high schools,
the University, or our culture Itself? There are no simple answers to
the attrition problem so instead of drawing headline and causing
indignant uproar the high attrition is allowed to pass almost ignored,
with only a few token gestures made to remedy fractions of the
problem. .
Unfortunatelv in our world the complex, difficult to solve problems
like the high attrition rate seem to outnumber the straightforward
type problems like the budget difficulties Boise State is now
experiencing, and when one is dealing with such complex problems,
care must be taken to neither give up and accept a complex problem
as something totally unsolvable or else try to apply simplistic
solutions to complex problems, as seems to be the vogue in political
America this election year. DB
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basis, Idaho ranks number 5 in believe that short-term AND
the nation; , long-term _solutions to .Idaho's
0Projected revenues in the State of higher education problems are
Idaho greatly exceeded received necessary, and we believe that
revenues through the month of ALL members of the university
• JuIY,1980; community-students, teachers,
°Some state economists say that administrators, state citizens--
there may be even more hold have to make sacrifices if higher
backs required because of the .education in - idaho is to survive
continuing high projections and with dignity and integrity.
low receipts; We say:
0Unlike other colleges, Boise State "We will support a fee increase
expects a strong increase iii of $40 per semester for full time
enrollment over the next several students, $4 per credit hour for
years; , part time students
0BSUalready has trouble serving part-time students,and $150 per
the needsof students. The School semester for non-resident stu-
of Business,for example, turned dents. We will support the above
away some 600 students last year increases to becomeeffective with
because there was not enough the Spring 1981 semester and to
money to hire the faculty needed; continue through the 1981-82 aca-
°University officials have already demic year.
made drastic cuts in administra- •'We further support the BSU
tlon, in capital improvements, administration's decision for cuts
and are not filling vacant posl- in the current fiscal year as
tions in order to save salary follows: land acquisition,
money; $150,000; operations, $90,000;
,OBSU students pay less than do salary savings, $100,000;and capi-
nearly all students in this region tal improvements, $25,000.
and at schools of comparable size ;'Our support IS contigent upon
and offerings in order to receive there beJng no declaration of
an education; financial exigency made during
°Over and above our semester the current academic year.
fees of $239, the state kicks in "We cannot, in good faith, offer
somewhere around $1500 per support for any other student fee
each student attending BSU; increase without significant action
COne solution to the financial by the State Board of Education
problems of Boise State is for the and by university officials in the
Board to declare "financial exl- following areas:
gency." That, means -tnat all °The State Board of Education, as
contractual arrangements be- an official body, to take a strong
tween faculty members and the stance advocating adequate fina-
Board are voided and that the ncial support for higher educat-
administration can fire non- ion from the citizens of Idaho
tenured faculty with only 5 days tnrough the state legislature;
notice and tenured faculty with °The role and mission of all higher
only 30 days notice. This solution education campuses In the slate
has at least three distressing - be examined, specifically in the
subsets: 1)classes students have areas of cooperative programs
enrolled in could cease to exist between in-state and out-of-state
,during this current semester; and institutions, of overlapping pro-
2)faculty jobs come open, norma- grams, and of the appropriate
lIy in January and are filled by placement of programs at Idaho's
June. Even in a usual year, this is four universities and colleges;
the wrong tlrne for teachers to be °Program cutbacks and consollda
looking for work; and 3)financial tions be closely reviewed and
exigency means the administrat- ettected on both the statewide
ion has a pretty free hand in level and the university level;
deciding who goes and who °lnter-colleglate athletics at lda-
stays; ho's universities and colleges
°Another solution to the problem become totallyself.:supporting;
is to raise student fees. This °University fee waivers, grants,
solution has, also, distressing scholarships, tutorial services,
subsets: 1)BEOG's are being cut etc., specifically for inter-colle-
, in dollar amount per grant and in giate athletes, be sharply re-
number of grants being given; duced;
2)most of BSU:s students are °Sale of liquor on campuses be
self-supporting and many are just legalized, specifically in the sta-
barely able to stay in school and diums or other sports arenas and
the tightening economy and infla- in the Student Union Building
tion has pinched us all; 3)A fee, for special functions. A portion of
increase won't improve the edu- ld
cational offerings to' BSU stu- such generated revenue snou
- be directed toward a program of
dents; it will just barely hold the alcohol use education on each
line unless that Increase is ex- campus;
tremely close to $100 per semes- °An'additional-1 cent sales tax or a
ter per full-time student; • severance tax or some other
°If a small fee increase is granted general revenue generating tax
now, the worsening economy h
might dictate another increase be levied in Idaho with t e
revenue earmarked for educa-
next year, especially since the tion."
cuts BSU Is forced to take now We believe wa must accept our
are permanent-they come out of share of the increasing costs of
the base amount the university higher education, but we also hold
receives from the legislature- 'that the citizens of this state must
and' next year we will start out maintain their commitment to
with less than we had this year to Idaho's students in the Interests of
face certainly increased costs. a better environment for us all .
. Realizing that we are in a·grave -The above response Is based on
financial situation and concerned that belief. It -Is the student's
about the qUality of our educa- attempt to rationally deal with the
tional experience, ASBSU leaders real problems we face and, with
and executives. met together to ' those who govern our-educational
formulate some response. We experiences. '
-,
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SeRtember
4-5-7 Double Feature
, S.P.B. movies are shown each week--3 time~ a week in the Student Union
Building Ada Lounge. Show times are Thursday at 3:00 p.m., Friday at
7:30 p.m., and Sunday at 6:00 p.m. Prices are:
At The Door
Students w/photo !D: Non Student:
S1.00 single feature S2.00 single feature
SI.50 double feature S2.50 double feature
The TIcket Booklet
1h.e ticket booklet is available at the S.U.B. Info Center and has ten
tickets-each good for ten single or a double features. More than one person
can share a ticket booklet. and booklets are good throughout the fall semester.
The price is S5.00 for students with photo !D, $10.00 for non students.
This months features are:
TImothy Bottoms and Lindsey
W:-.gner star in this high powered
drama which portrays a first-year
Harvard law student's struggle to stay
ahead in the competitive gnnd as he
courts a ruthless professor's daughter.
This poetic comedy by the .£;enius
French director, Francois Truffant, is
a vision of childhood. Profound and
wise, realistic and entertaining, Small
Change .demonsrrates the direcror's
truly rare sensitivity.
11-12-14 Single Feature
Peter Weir's 'haunting mystery explores the disappearance of three
Australian college girls during their Valcutine's J?ay pic,nicm 1900. Rich v.isual
imagery capnvanng photography and a hypnOtiC QUlSlcalscore make this an
irresistahle liIm ....
18-19-21 Double Feature
A bittersweet love storv about ;1
sailor (I:unes Caan) on liberty and ,\
Seattle pool hustler (Marsha Mason).
Mark Rydell directs a sympathetic.
down-to-earth movie, '
An army intelligence officer selects
Jack to run an Army brothel for
American soldiers on leave from Viet
Nam, The carch is that he's also
expected to aid in a blackmail scheme,
25-26-28 Single Feature
Truffaut compassionately 'relates
the true story of Victor Hugo's
younger daugliter, Adel.'~, ~d "her
unrequited love for a British lieuten-
ant. Isabelle Adjani brilliantly conveys
the obsessiveness of a woman whose
attention is fixed totally on one man.
The S.P .B. coffee house series--
Java Nire Music-is held every other
Thursday in the S.U.B. Boisean
Olounge. Coffee will be available and
students and non students are
welcome.
Septmber 25 , .
Wilson & ealh, 8:00 to !0:00pm-Free.
October 9
Boden & Zanerto, 8:00 to 10:0Opm--
$1.00 admission.
October 30
Spike Ericson, 7:30 to !O:3Opm--Free.
November 20
Bud Humphrey, 7:30.to !O:30pm--Free.
December 11
. Sue Croner, 7:30 to 10:30--Free.
Corning Concert Attractions
. Now Deal Rhythm Band in October
and the Dave Grisman Jazz Quartet in
December.
The Lectures Committee set out to bring fresh and new speaker's and events
to BSU and with this hot f,tlllineup we think we've succeeded. In addition to
these speakers there are more to come, so look for future advertising updates.
- Se tember 10
Wednesday at 8:00pm in the SUB
Ballroom, Dr. Monte D. Wdson, BSU
geology professor .. speaks and shows
slides on the ever erupting Mt. St.
Helens.
September 16
Tuesday at noon on the Green by the
S.U.B .. The ~aI Lichtenstein 'A
Rin,g Sidewalk Circus returns to BSU
with aerial acts, jugglers, acrobats,
ma!9cians, and clowns to dazzle and
enlighten BSU students. Free.
Tuesday at 8:00pm· in the S.U.B.
Ballroom, VICtor Marchetti, former
Central Intelligence Agency agent and
author of "The CIA and the Cult of
Intelligence." speaks of the CIA's role
in America's past and future. $1.00
student, $2.00 general public.
. Sunday at 8:00pm in the S.U.B.
Ballroom . Richard Brautigan, author
of "Trout Fishing in America" and
"June 30th, June 30th" reads and
lectures on his new, past and future
works. 52.00 student, $3.00 general
public.
Thursday at 8:00pm in the Special
Events 'Center the SPB brings San
Francisco comedian Marsha Warfield
to BSU. SI.00 students. S2.00·general
public.
FmeArts
The Fine Arts Committee is the fastest ~owing section of the'S.P.B.-to join
call 385-3297. Two of our fall programs mclude: .
November 13-16
The Northwest Dance Symposium,
in addition to holding master classes.
will give two all-campus performances
in tlie SpecialEvents Center: Friday
the 14th at 8:00pm, KarenAttix of San
Francisco -- SZ.OO students. S3.00
general public; Saturday the 15th at
8:00pm, the Bill Evans Dance Com-
pany of Seattle -- $3.00 students, 54.00
general public. Group tickets for both
events: $4.00 students, $6.00 general
public, Call 385-3297 for master class
mformation.
m$!dlm
Coming Attractions
October
2-3-5- em and Mouse
9-10-12 Autumn Sonata &
The Seventh Seal
16-17-19 ThreeWomen
23-2-1-26 Citizen Kane &
The Philadelphia Story
30-31-2 Nosferaru
October 8 .
Wednesday at 8:00pm in the Special
Events Center the SPB and KBSU
present classical guitarist David
Grimes. 51.00 students, SI,50 general
public.
NQvember .
&-7-9 A Man, a Woman, and a
Bank & The Sunshine Boys
13-14-16' A Simple Story
20-21-23 DerzuUzala
December
4-5-7 Doctor Zhivago
11-12-14 Nanook of die North 8(
Walkabout
The Student Programs Board is always
. ready for new members. If you're
interested. caU~85-3297.
•
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For one of these _crucial ASBSU Positions and protect Student
Government for Boise State students:
oBroadcast Advisory Board" oFinancial Aids Committee
aBuilding and Structu,resCommittee eLibrary Committee U~',J
oElection Board ' -student Health Advisory Committee ',/'
:Tu~;~:~~:r~:~~~~~~to~~~r~e:!~:~: ~~b~ r:mmitlee tu ent Go" ' t 0
oArbiter Advisory Board oRecreation Board '
:~:~~:~:b~~~XBoardofGovernors:~:~~g:;~~f~;;::~ion Committee 2nd fir
«Academic Standards Committee 'oPavilion Board of Governors
-Athletlc Board of Control -ocmmencement Committee 1" ;
oCurricuium Committee' oAdmin. Assistant to ASBSU President J
Don't see what you like? There are plenty more available. Student i
~iZiil-i!!l!?~C~~~~~~m!a~~i~tlI1;mS~n~lll\l~mrm~l/iilv!iBli~~niilil~b!11la:~-~~.&~V~:O:ll~·u~nlJ'f1tm;e~er~PmOS~i-~tr~on~S~d!Jlilur!!F.lrlili!ng~~a~C~ad;me~m~l~c~y~e~a~r'~~"~N -""~"" "'~'-'''!.1ii;'''''~';'''i'llli""~.,,,,.lt:1';"~.-'1lli1'''"'i!illi:''''m1ll:tll''.,~~,.~~.~,o._~.,~,.~,~.~.~'-~"li\iliqm1"'":m,WJJ"'~"iiJ'" ;ml""l!o13:'-,c ,)
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between Boise state and an unde-
feated season will be overconfide-
• nce, injuries-and the-University of
Ever walk into a can't-lose Utah.
. situation? The Boise State lootball Utah comesback from a second-
team seems to be heading Into one placeWAC seasonthat sawa lot of
of those' this Saturday at Rice early injuries hamper their overall
Stadium in Salt Lake City. win-loss record. Consistently heal-
University of Utan, an NCAA thy has been tailback Tony Lind-
Division 1-A'team that can chal- say,who scampered for 6.2 yards
lenge Brigham Young (no. 10 a rush last year, totaled 816 yards
nationally) for the Western Athie- .and garnered Honorable Mention
tic Conference title, hosts the All-American status.
Broncos, always tough but still Lindsay will be joined in the
only a Division 1-AA team, in a backfield by sam Baldwin, a small
7:30 p.m. contest Sept. 6 that can but experienced fullback, backup,
hardly help but be good for Boise tailback Del Rodgers, who led the
State. team in scoring, and quarterback
To wit: if 'the Utes win, there's Ricky Hardin, who started a few
no dishonor for BSU, and there's games behind Floyd Hodge last
the bonus of experience against year.
the toughest team they're likely to Hodge, meanwhile, has been
face all year. But if Boise State moved to flanker, where he will
wins, they've beaten a somewhat join conference-class Steve Fols-
big-name team, extended a ·10- orn.flqhtend, and anyof a number
game winning streak, and done a of competent splitends in catching
good deal to intimidate the Bronc- passes, which coachWayne How-
os' other ten opponents this fall. ard says may not happen very
"This Is the kind of game that often.
will motivate our players early In One good reason for that is-the
the season," said Bronco head offensive line that's come througli
football coachJlrn'Crtner, and that so well for Lindsay and Rodgers.
may be what the Broncos need.· On the other side from Folsom, the
Last season, BSU lost to Long line boasts pro prospects In Dean
Beach State In a lackluster Miraldi, guard, and Tim Davls,
opening game, 9-7. tackle. Center is the only position
If early Indications hold true, without a returning starter, and
luster will be the last thing this sophmore Don Eck provides a
year's Bronco squad will lack. 240-pound plug.
Freed from the yoke of a Big Sky Defensively, Jeff Griffin will
Conference probation, with the make secondary passing danger-
promise of post-season play ous for the sroncoe. Griffin inter-
ahead, it seems the only things cepted five passes and broke up -
',:::= '.,..,.,-..::-::',"j !:'(:;.;-;:y.: /?'7:;( /::.'{\r~/:,;:/:':·:;;:.::'::":'''''''-','. ";,,:,:
Game starts Saturday, 7:30
II
15
By Bud Humphrey
Sports Editor
t t5 I'll
Of course, Allotti can pass as -
well, and his favorite receivers last
year were Hughes, and junior WR
Kipp Bedard, who caught 35
passes last year. Scott Newmann,
last year's most active flanker, will
also start alongside Duane Dlou-
hy, a two-year junior lelterman at
tight end,
The ofJensive line may pose
depth problems due to Injuries in
practice, but senior guard Shawn
'Beaton leads an interior experie-
nced on the quick' side and
massive on the strong. Randy
Schrader and Dennis Brady return
at center and quick tackle, and
Harry Stokke moves from the
defensive line to play guard along-
side tackle Bill Madinger, a Ml.
San Jacinto. ca JC transfer.
CONTINUED TO PAGE 12
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epted five passes and broke up this year, but before the Utes can
five last year, and has been known even concentrate on league play
. to force fumbles and even blitz 'they have to get past Boise State,
sucessfully from his cornerback and next week; Nebraska.
'spot. Tony Reed is back to In nearly top shape, the Bronco
"quarterback" the secondary road c6ntigent will feature the
from his free safety spot following newly-dubbed "Four Horsemen"
a 1979knee injury, and three other in the offensive backfield. OB Joe
starters return in the backfield. Alliotti, fullback David Hughes,
Bill Gompf 'returns to lead a" and tailbacks Cedric Minter and
Iinebacking contigent that weighs Terry Zahner have all at onetime
in at a consistent 215-pounds-per- or another been picked as all-Big
player, and Steve Clark bounces Sky players, and All lottl's' perter-
back from an injury to join Gene mance-21O yards per game total
laRocque at tackle. Defensive offense and 66% of passes com-
endsmay bea problem, but plenty pleted-qained him a first team
of big linemen are returning. Little All-America spot. Anyone
Jeff Hucko, who placed 30 of 31 of the four seniors can run consis-
PATs last season, will return as Iently, or break for a big gain,
placekicker. anytime an unwary defense lets
Utah is chasing the WAC title up,
~\'IrooSCHWINN If""
CYLERV
Sch~inn X-Trcilite10 speeds $149.95
OVER 500 SCHWINN
and PEOGEOT
X-Tra Lite Weight -
Bicycles in stock
10-Speed Tune.Ups S12.00+ parts1214 front Street, Boise(208) 336-4551
Open 10:00AM - 5:30PM
WE TAKE TRADES
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OPEN'
DAilY,
9:30 to 9
SATURDAY 9 to 7
SUNDAY 11 to 6
FAMOUS MAKER
SKI FASHION
SAVE 35% to 50%
On ski fashions for the
entire family,
"COLIN OF CANADA"
MENS & LADIES DOWN':'
,FILL PARKA
Reg$100 64.95
KARHU
"LAHTI" OR "LAHTI S"
NORDIC SKIS
REG, $82 52.98
ROSSINGOL
TOURING WAXABLE
CROSSCOUNTRY SKIS
LIST $70 44.47
DOVRE "502"
CROSSCOUNTRY BOOTS
REG,26.50 16.99
DOVRE
"312" #50/12
CROSSCOUNTRY
BINDINGS
REG 8.99
SKILOM
A&T CROSS
COUNTRY
SKI BINDINGS #3020
REG, $11
SKILOM "4610"
ALUMINUM SKI POLES;I-====:lillmC:m===~l1i!lilll=l!1mI=Il
REG. $18 ' 11.98 .. Famous
Maker SKIS"COLIN OF CANADA"MENS & LADIES DOWN~w.L...&..------
FILLED SKI VESTS KIDS SKi GEAR
Reg. $70 39.951- _
";'1 "MONT TREMBLANT"
MENS HI-LOFT
POLYESTER FILL. SUITS
Reg.$115. 69.95,WHITE STAG"MOUNTAIN GOAT"M!=NS& LADIES -POLYDOWN SKI PARKAS
Reg. $86 to $105 1/3 OFF
Insulated with Polydown,
White Stag's patented, revolu-
tionary new combination of
Hollofil & Down which has
been tested & proven warmer
than all down fill.
~Ql!g~~S
HOT GEAR &
HOT DOG
ENTIRE STOCK
1979-80
.9•.JUNIOR SKI
1
KNEISSL HEAD
'''WHITE STAR" "TURBO"
GT SKIS ALPINE SKIS
Reg.180 144.99 Reg. $145 98.95
"MD-6" DYNAMIC
ALPINE SKIS
Reg. $225 148.88
FISCHER
"FLEX" 197~80
SKIS 0 First Quality
Reg. $275 154.47
ATOMIC "KOONG"
ALPINE SKIS
Reg. $57 44.89
KNEISSL RACER
"TXS" ALPINE SKIS
Reg. $89.99 6444
150to 175cm. •
~ ,
GARMONT "ROCKET"
YOUTH SKI BOOT
Reg. $60 29.99
TYROLIA "60 JR."
BINDING With BRAKE
Reg, $56 3449'
1979-80model •
ROSSIGNOL
"X-T 55O~'
ALPINE SKIS
Reg.$l60 109.99
The Rest-
of the
l~ague
by Bud Humphrey
Sports Editor
It's a near-unanimous opinion
that Boise State will lead the Big
Sky Conference in football this
season,.but there are seven other
teams that may have something to
say about that. Even if it's the
best any can hope for, there's a
certain pride in second place, or in
.knockinq off a high-falutln' com-
petitor, or sometimes in just plain
staying out of last place. Here's
an overview of some of Boise
State's competition in the BSAC
this year, with predicted rank of
finish:
=11= 3 Northern Arizona
Confidence is:
"starters in all offensive skill
positions returning.
"a star-studded defense coming
back practically intact.
"a fine tune-up schedule in
advance of the Big Sky season.
'DJ.JainPainter, NAU head foot-
ball coach.
After a disappointing season, in,
which the Lumberjacks only went
7-4 and came in third in the Big
,Sky (not counting Boise State),
Northern Arizona is prepping to
challenge BSU and Montana State
quite seriously for the conference
crown. With offensive talent like
Willard Reaves, senior tailback
who was fifth in Division I-AA in
rushing, plus tullback Mike
Jenkins, also a ranking runner, the
Axers don't have far to go to make
that challenge serious.
Quarterback Brian Polter and'
his receivers put in a competent
showing for a running team last
year, but may have to go to the air
a little more often this time if some
depth in the offensive line doesn't-
appear. .
Inside Iinebacklng .tandern Ed
Judie and John SChachtner back
up Dan Anders, second-highest
tackler-per-game among Big Sky
linemen, and their partners. This
ensemble was, the conference's
, fiercest running defense last year.
The secondary, not the Big
Sky's best but still dangerous,
returns one more starter than
there are positions. Dave
Noosinow, while sharing time with
CONTINUED TO PAGE II
Sponsored by Boiso state
University CanterburY Club
ClllSllOS etart 4 p.m, Sunday
Sopt 7 at tho Catholic Stuoont
Conter 1915 Unlvonlty Drlvo
CIIlBS toaehor, Ther Rsvorend
Robert ,C. Cran. FlU',mora
Information· phone ~94
SKI PACKAGES
r>-\5'\~~ .
DElUX ROSSIGNGL
SKI PACKAGE
, list $338.00"
Reg, $264,73
209.95
RAICHLE
"STRATO"
SKIB001S
Reg. $~O 169.99 KOFLACH
, GARMONT "SPRINT"
"SUN LITE" SKI BOOTS•. 79.99
SKI BOOTS Reg, $130
Reg$85 4999S' A14 • GARMONT
izes .... & DYNAFIT
SKI BOOTS
Values to $260 30% OFF
SeI<Xtgroup.197~80 boots.
, ,DELUXE BLIZZARD
SKI PACKAGE
list 370.95
Reg290,77 249.97
~O",O\G
ROSSIGNOL
"TELEMARK" NORDIC
SKI PACI<.AGE
list 155,90
R~, 126.8!3
LANGE
"XL '
"XL-1000"
SKI BOOTS
Reg, $220 159.95
INTRODUCTION
TO CHRISTIAN MEDITATION
A four week Introduction to an
approach to Christian med-
itation based upon the Jesus
Prayer of Eastern Christianity'
will 'be Introduced.
Participants will have the '
opportunity to practice thle
form under guided direction.
All will be expected to keep
Journals as will as spend some
time each day In silent prayer.
The course is designed for
those who are seeking the
discipline of Christian prayer
and silence. '
Res1'.Of the league---~-
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 10 The offense Is a different
Chuch Willig at free safety, stili matter: about all that's left from
found timeto deflect 11passeslast the 1979 team is Frank Hawkins,
year. All-American fullback, and four
Starting this week, NAU hosts other scattered players.
Texas A & I and travels to North . Joining Hawkins in the back-
Dakota State before hosting Boise field will be wingback Jeff Jones
State. and halfback John Vicari.
#4 Nevada-Reno Quarterbacking chores will de-
. No doubt about It, the Reno volve uponKelvin Wliee!er, who
team will· continue to be the played enough behind strong QB
conference's upstart menace. Larry Worman last year toletter.
Chris Ault, who three years ago With such disjointed material it
slapped a sad program Into 8-3 may take Ault half a season to
shape and· has coached the whip the Wolfpack Into shape.
Wolf pack into the I-AA playoffs But, he's done better with worse,
both years of their existence and when three straight out-
without benefit ofa conference standing seasons are behind you,
championship, will sustain his that solves many of that kind of
team through heavy graduation problem. This weekend's
losses. Walfpack game is with Southern,
Nevada's defense comes at Reno.·
through the year's attrition strong, Next week: #2 Montana State
with 10 at least part-time starters
and most lettermen returning. and the rest.
All-American free safety Lee
Fobbs was .lost, but adequate
freshmen and transfers come to fill
his spot arid back up his fellows
Conrad' Clark, Kelly Hardiman,
and Joe Saunders in the
secondary.
Mainly, though, the line that
stymied every Big Sky opponent
except Boise State returns in
force. Noseguards Dee Monson
and Dennis Puha will alternate to
center an experienced front five.
Intramural lines
TeamUpNow
For Fall Sports
D:> you get itchy after .Iong
sessions with the books to load
your bulk off your duff and onto
the field where it belongs? Fear
not, faithful coliegian: intra-
murals will start out hot arid heavy
this semester with men's and
women's flag football, coed soft-
ball, and a tennis tournament. .
Entries for each of the four
sports, including rosters for team
sports, will be due in the Intra-
murals Office September 10..
Tennis will begin early on Sept.
13, softball starts Sept. 15, and
both footbali programs get under-
way Sept. 15. Contact the
Intramurals Office, Aux. Gym 102,
385-1131, for forms and further
details.
Later this fali, after these sports
end, featured sports will be Coed
CrossCountry, Men's Basketball,
and Men's and Women's Volley-
ball. .
Meanwhile, if you're more into
the individual training thing, the
facilities are available for weight
training, swimming and all-around
gymnastic gamboling. Schedules
for use of athletic facilities by
university citizens are as follows:
SWIMMING POOL
BSU Students, Faculty, Staff and a
Guest:
MWF 6:lJO.9:00 p.m,
Sat-Sun 1:lJO.5:00 p.rn.
M·F 11:40 a.m.-12:40 p.m.
All above, plus Alumni, and their
fainilles:
Wed. 6:lJO.j!:00 p.m.
Sat·Sun 1:00-5:00 p.rn.
WEIGHT ROOM
M-F 7:30-8:.30 a.rn.
M-F 6:lJO.9:00 p.m.
Sat-Sun ~ :00-5:00 p.rn.
GYMNASIUM
. M·F 6:00-9:00 p.rn,
Sat 1:00-5:00 p.rn.
Sun 2:lJO.5:00 p.m.
Except as specified, otudents,
faculty, staff, alumni and their families
(oneguest accompanied by BSU person
-. with vBlld 1.0. allowed at a time as a
rule, and children under the age of 12
may be accompanied by a parent. Any
others who wish to use the facilities
may Inquire at the Pt1yslcal Education
Office, Gym 101, 385-1570, during
business hours •. Cutoffs or gym shorts
are not allowed In the pool; street
clothes are not permltted ln the gym or
the welght room. Locka and equipment
may be checked" out from the door
attendant or the recreation supervisor
with a VIIlld 1.0. card; lockS are not to
be left on lockers overnight.
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~~~pp Bronco Bandanas: Business BoUix
Inadvertantly, lt's KBOI that
losesand KIOO that comes out on
top. But either way you look at it
this years Bronco footQaIl team
has the fervent backing of at least
some 10,000 zealous, bandana-
waving fans.
The reason? Earlier this' sum-
mer, KIDOowner Mike Jorgenson
initiated a campaign to promote
- the "Bronco Bandana" ,a bright
orange scarf sporting the .mes-
sage, "Bust 'Em Broncos." With
the financial backing of the Stein
Distributing Co. of BoIse, the
project that Jorqenson envisioned
for the 1979.season finally got off
the ground in the spring of 1980.
On July 26, KIOO began the
promotion of the bandanas, selling
them for $1.
However, the bandana situation
was soon complicated by the
emergence of a rlvsl ban-dana
promoted by KBOI, another Boise
radio station. According. to an
August 23 article in ".The Idaho
Statesman on the bandana centro-
versey, KBOI began promoting
"the original and official Bronco
Bandana" on August 12 for $2.
While both Jorgenson and
KBOI owner Charles Wilson plan-
ned to donate the proceeds from
the bandanasales to BSU (with
KBOI's profits going to the mult-
ipurpose. pavilion and KIOO's
going to the Bronco Athletic
Association), the KIOO owner was
.nevertheless upset by the additi-
onal bandana competition.
As Jorgenson told the
Statesman, "the only thing we
were upset about was that KBOI
wascalling it the same thing, and
any businessman would feel the
sarnewav.'
Consequent Iy, Jorgenson
quickly took action and registered
the "Bronco Bandana" as a trade-
mark. This left Wilson In a
position wherby it was imperative
that he change the name of his
bandana.
To avoid legal entanglement
with KIDO, Wilson opted to give
his 10,000 bandanas to BSU to
give away with each seasonticket.
Yet Wilson seems to have made
this move with some resentment,
for, as he told the Statesman, he
believed the state trademark divis-
ion "acted in haste", holding to
the notion that the words .,Bronco'
and "Bandana" are in the public
domain. •
If the objective of the bandana
scheme is the promotion of Boise
State football and not competition
between radio stations" the idea
has prospered both with season
ticket sales and in local retail
stores.
For regardless of the conflict
that arose between the two radio
CONTINUED TO pAGE 12
TI Programmables lead the field
in performance, quality and value.
You don't have to know how to
program to get all the benefits
available with a TI Programmable.
These solid state library modules
are preprogrammed to help solve
problems in: Engineering. Busi-
ness. Finance. And other math
oriented courses. With up t(}·5,000
program steps in each module you
can save your own personal pro-
gramming for those classes which
need it most.
The TI-59 has up to 960 program
steps or up to 100 memories. Mag-
netic card read/write capability lets
you record your own custom pro-
grams or those received from PPX ..
(Professional Program Exchange.)
The TI-58C features up to 480
program steps or 60memories. And
it has TI's Constant Memory TM fea-
Texas Instro~l1ents technology - bringing affordable electronics to yourjingertips.
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
. INCO~PORATED©1980 Texas Instruments Incorporated
ro-;:bOUgh;:-T1-5BC.:d -;m~e::d; H: i~ .
my first choice and an altemale. I
o I've bought a T1·59. send me my two free modules and
my membership (which entitles me to select Ihree pro- I
grams from the source catalog at no charge). Here are my
module choices and an alternate. I1. 2. ---
LlIii to: nUbrary Offer, P.O. D~X1004, lIlhllllcll, I
TX794l18. I
Return this coupon: (I) with customer information card
(packed in box). (2) a dated COPY of proof 01 purchase. I
botweenAug 15 and Oct 31. 19B0-.items must be post"
marked by Noy 7.1980. I
>--------1
I-
lAd t;;;;;dre=ss;:------------ I
I City Slate Zip I
I ';;Ca::;:lc:::;ula::;:to::-:rSe e:;:ria"lN7.':um::;b=er7.(fr=om~b;-ac:-'-k-'ofc-un-::it:-}- - I
I Please allow 30 days for delivery. Offer void where I
I ~rOhibiled Offer good in u.S'. only.
Ln rt:IeMS II'lOnotrtto 5ul:lstrMe tT:Jdults
+u.&sugge~ retaUfo;-;ULj.-
braries is $40, except Farming,
$55, and Pool Water Analysis, $45.
·US suggested retail price.
··For use with .TI-59 only
., .'~ ... ....
ture that retains data and program
information even when the calcula-
tor is turned off.
And free modules now give you
that edge you need to succeed.
From August 15 to October 31,
1980 is your special opportunity to
purchase one of the world's most ad-
vanced programmable calculators.
And get a minimum of $40 worth of
free software modules with a TI-
58C. Or, when you buy a TI-59, get
a minimum of $80worth of software
modules and an $18 one-year mem-
bership in PPX. This will allow you
to select up to 3 programs (from
over 2,500) written by professionals
in your field of study .
Visit your college bookstore or
other TI retailer for more informa-
tion, and let him help you select the
TI Programmable and free software
that's right for you.
Name
Fif(~lJrs
Innovation
4P
45732
'0'
"
",
. .. '"."
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Athletes on the Move
Scott'S Secure,
INhere do you find Boise State
alumni? In several cases, you'll
find them In pro football camps.
Someof them will be worklIlg their
guts out trying for that all-
important reserve spot. At least
one former Bronco, however, has a
little more secure position.
O:JugScott, Big Sky defensive
Player of the Year" first-team AP
Ali-American last season and all-
tlme leading tackler for the
Broncos, signed a five-year con-
tract with his hometown pro team,
the Montreal Alouettes, last May.
His rookie year a'3 defensive tackle
with the CFL Eastern Conference
champs is guaranteed; the next
four years, he will have to make
the team.
I '
, 1.
BSU vs. Utah ----..,.....--.;~---
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 9
The Bronco defense is strong
throughout. Lettermen fill every
starting slot, and experience sho-
ws especially in the linebackers.
Seniors Ron Chatterton and Dan
Williams flank junior Ray Santuc-
ci, and those three combined for
332 tackles last year, including an
amazing 65 unasslsted tackles for
Santucci. Ralph Esposito, also a
starter last year, starts at an
outside linebacker spot.
Top returners Steve Sosnowski
and Randy Trautman will start at
defensive tackle, and second-year
player Bob cabrera was !mpres-
sive enough to .move Sosnowski
from his former noseguard spot.
Junior Rick Woods, All-Big Sky
as a strong safety and also a top
punt returner, returns to anchor
the defensive, backfield. Larry
Adler will start at free safety as a
soph, and seniors Jeff Turpin and
Mike Bradeson will share corner-
back time with Chris Bell, who
started last year but Is nursing an
injury. ,
Kenrick Gameruo, an honora-
ble-mention Freshman AII-Ameri.-
can, is back to handle placekick-
ing. Senior Tom Spadefore will
punt.
The biggest worry BSU will
have, as far as this game's effect
on the rest of the season, is -the
chanceof injury to a few players in _
key positions. However, no matter
how the game comes out, it will
get the Broricos on a competitive
track, which will be necessary for
their next contests against South-
east Louisiana and Northern Ariz-
ona.
The BSU Utah game will be
broadcast over KBOI Radio, 670
AM.
HEWLETT
PACKARD
a
HP Professional Calculators,
Because the most critical time
inyour 'professional career
isright now . .
Ask any professional about Hewlett-
Packard calculators. You'll discover
they're the ones dedicated to solving your
problems. In the world of calculators
Hewlett-Packard means outstanding per-
formance: the most advanced functions
and programming features to save you time
and increase accuracy; the most advanced
design to give you greater ease-of-use;
rigid quality control for flawless perform-
ance year after year; the most comprehen-
sive and easy-to-read documentation; the
most extensive selection of software solu-
, tions so you can spend your time solving
problems instead of writing programs;
and Continuous Memory in programmable
models so you can retain your programs
and data, even when the- calculator has
been turned off.
Hewlett-Packard features six different
calculators starting at just $70! to pro-
vide professional solutions to problems in
science, engineering and business through-
out yo~r academic and professional career.
HI'·32E Scienriflc with Staristlcs
HP·33C ProgrammableScientific with Continuous
Memory
Hp·34C AdvancedProgrammableScientific with
Continuous Memory
HP-37EBuslness
Hp·38C AdvancedFinancialprogrammablewith
Continuoua Memory
Hp·41CAlphanumericFull Performancewith
Continuous Memory
So visit a Hewlett-Packard dealer now. Then
make the professional decision: buy an HP.
For details and the address of your nearest
dealer, CALL TOLL-FREE 800- 547-3400,
Department 658M, except from Hawaii
or Alaska. In Oregon, call 758-1010. Or
write: Hewlett-Packard, 1000 N.E. Circle
Blvd., Corvallis, OR 97330, Dept. 658M.
.Suggested retail price excluding applicable state and
local taxes-Continental U.S.A., Alaska nnd Hawaii.
610/08
Knapp-----
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stations, a large number of Boise
State fans will show up at games
this fall with bandanas in hand.
And though some fans will be
waving the "official Bronco band-
ana" while others will only sport
an imitation, it ultimately won't
make much of .a difference-most
Bronco backers won't care one
way or the other, for it's still a
..Bronco bandana," any way you
wave it.
For Now-
Doug Scott
But don't get the idea that he
didn't have to fight to' get where
he -is. Because of time spent at
Canadian schools, Scott was, in
1977, declared ineligible by the
NCAA to play any more than two
years at BSU. However, the
matter was re-ruled In Scott's
favor, and he went on to letter f.or'
BSU all four years of his college
career, starting three of those
years. -
It was the two years he might
not have been able to play that
made the difference in his profes-
sional prospects. Those two years
he impressed national scouts so
much that he was picked in 1978as
honorable mention, then in 1979
as first team All-American. Last
season he stood out on the
always-tough Bronco front line,
leading the team linemen in total
and unassisted tackles and forcing
four fumbles, two of which he
recovered.
Sonow Scott hasa year in which
he doesn't necessarily have to
fight to hold his ground. Con-
ceivably, he could coast his whole
rookie season.
But one would doubt it. The
grapevine has it, according to
BSU's sports info office, that he's
worked Into a starting spot ...
Notices and announcements for the
sports and recreation minded on cam-
pus.
BASKETBALL MANAGER
WANTED
Any student interested in serving as
the manager for the Bronco men's
basketball team for 'he 1980-81 season
should contact coach Prescott Smith or
coach Mike Conklin in the Varsity
Center, phone 385-1522. Past experi-
ence is helpful but not mandatory.
ATIENTION ALL BSU WOMEN
ATHLETES
Thursday night, Sept. 4, from 6 to 9
p.m., the women's athletic department
will host a picnic and general informa-
tion meeting in the gym. Any woman
athlete going out for ANY--sport during
the 1980-81 year, Contact your coach for
details.
FIRST AID CLASSES
The Physical Education department
is offering three Special Topics courses
in First Aid: basic, 1 credit; advanced. 3
credits; instructor training, 1 credit.
The I credit courses will be offered
twice a week in short sessions, whil e the
3 credit course will las I the entire
semester. Check the Fall 1980 Class
'Schedule for PE-297, courses 0, P and
Q, lectures 20-25.
COMMUNITY WOMEN'S
PROGRAMS
Registration is under way for many
_women's programs offered by Boise
City Recreation and the YWCA. Aero-
bics classes at the Fort ,Boise Com-
munity Center, 700 Robbins Road,
384-4256, will begin Sept. 8 and end
Oct. 3. ' Also, applications' are being
taken for officials for Women's - Flag
·Football, which begins at Fort .Boise
Community Center September 10.
Classes of all kinds. from dance to
exercise to self-defense to music to
general, self-lmproverneru will be offer-
ed as early,as September. 8. 1980.
Non-members may register, and In
many classes men as well as women are
welcome. Pre-registration at the
YWCA, 720 W. Washington, is re-
quired for all classes.
----~-~------------------------------------------------.J
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L ENTERTAINMEN~
Selected poems. by Oregon
writer Hazel Hall have been
published tl1is month by Boise
state University's Ahsahta Press.
.The poems were chosen from
HciJl's writings by Seattle poet
Beth Bentley, who also wrote the
introduction to the volume which
was edited by SSU English profes-
sor Orvis C. Burmaster.
Little known to modern readers,
. Hall's poems were published
during the 1920's in such maga-
zines as Poetry, Harpers, Yale'
.Review, and the Nation. They
disappeared from anthologies
sometime in the late thirties,
accordlnq to Bentley, not because
of Hall's relatively small output,
but due to her sequestered Invalid
life and early death.
Like Tennyson's "Lady of
Shalott," Hall, confined to a wheel
chair and a' second floor room,
lived in a mirror world.
"I am holding up a.mlrror
To look at life; in my hand-glass
I see a strange hushed..street
Where people pass below me.....
The young poet took up fine .
needlework to earn her living, and
often wrote of her sewing as a
bridge to the world of others.
"I am monogramming
Seven dozen napkins
With tablecloths to-match .
For a bride .....
f
··
::.
-::~
..... And by and by with all the
rest . ~., .
Of intimate things In her bridal
chest,
Gentle.musllnsand secret lace,
Something of mine will have a
place..... .
Hall had no literary friends,
Bentley says, although she did
correspond with such admirers as
William Bralthwalte.ol.the Boston
Transcript, who published her
poems in. Contemporary Verse,
Harold Vinal, who invited her to
III
Joyce, James. Ulysses. NewYork
Vintage books, 1961. $6.95.
James JoyCJ3'~'Ulysses deserves
its history of critical acclaim. With
Ulysses Joyce expanded thefron-
tiers of fiction. It is a fine-example
of the modern novet. In Ulysses
Joyce explores twenty-four hours,
of life In Dublin as seen from
multiple points of view. The
central cparaoters are Leopold
Bloom, Gre,aseasebloom, Bloom
the canvasser, Bloom the Jew(?),
Bloom 'the first man of Ireland,
Bloom the lecher; along wlth
Bloom is Stephan Dedalus, the
Winner of tile prizes given at the
children's party, tile prize.
awarded for the Engllsll E=.ssay
contest, the scholar's degree, the
heroof A Portrait of the Artist as a
Young Man, tile artist intellectual.
incOmplete, Japhet in search of a
father; and then there is Molly
Bloom, the wife of Leopold, and all
must love tile human form, tile
sexes .sprung from shame and
pride, the sexes rose to work and
weep, one of the enigmatic crea-
nons of literature. But most •
through' tile midnight streets we
hear how tile youthful harlots
become a contributing editor of
Voices, and Harriet Monroe,who
awarded her the Young Poet's
Prize from Poetry magazine in
19~a1l'S lifespan, 1886-1924,
places her in a group called
"Interim Poets," among whom is
also included Sara Teasdale.
Sometimes called Georgian, these
poets, Bentley says, wrote in
traditional modes, but Hall's sub-
ject matter ...strength of character
in the face of illness, pain,
poverty, and loneliness...and her
realism, advance her "into more
modern company."
"Hall belongs to the modern
generation," Bentley says. "Her
steady hard lookat the world saves
her poems from the, excesses of
romanticism. She is a lyric poet,
primarily, and her best work
combines the music and emotional
force that distinguishes lyric
poetry in every generation."
Hall published her first poem in
1916 at age 30. Volumes of her
poetry Include "Cry of Time,"
"Curtains," and "Walkers."
Poems by Hall were also included
in the Ahsahta Press 1978publica-
tion "Women Poetsof the West."
Founded in 1975, Ahsahta Press
publlshes three volumes eachyear
with the aim of encouraging young
poetry of the American West.
In its 1979-80 modern series,
Ahsahta has also published "The
Hearkening Eye" by Hildegarde
Aanner, and •'To the Natural
Worid" by Gen'3VieveTaggard.
"No Moving Parts" by Susan
Strayer Deal will be the first
volume to be published in the
Ahsahta 198(}'81 'contemporary
series. .
The Ahsahta booksare available
at the Boise State University
book,store,1910 University Drive,
Boise, 10 83725, and at other
bookstores in the region.
curse.
Beauty is, of course, relative.
Particularly if We subscribe to
Stephan Dedalus' theory that the
beautiful is the apprehension of __
what pleasesand 'must rest in the
'imagination. One of the 'beauties
.of IJlysses is the language Joyce
uses to "create his account of
Bloom's day. Bloom's life.
Bloom's imagination. It is a
language, to be presumptuous, of
living. The stream of Bloom's
consciousnessas he fries kidneys,
goes to the toilet, goes to the post
office, a pub, abrothel. Living.
laughing to free the mind. And
partly living. A language of the
mind, at least of Bloom's mind,
Dedalus' mind, Molly'S mind.
The reader reads amazed for a
while, memory keeping us warm,
Ulysses reads slowly and It is not
short. Soon we'll only have our
memories and great books by
JamesJoyce. Ulysses, then, must,
.15e recommended. ReadA Portrait
first, but read UlySsesand wonder
what Immortal hand or eye dared
frame It.
by.Eliot Blake
--i
.J Top GRADE
GUARA TEED.
It's a failproof way t</
make school a little easier:
The campus ;neal plan.
It guarantees that you'll get the very best
quality foods, carefully prepared each day. . .
Crisp green salads arid-garden fresh vegetables. Grade A meats and and
tender poultry. Fruits and juices. soups and sandwiches.
All the good, nutritious foods you like toeat. But would .never have
time tomake on your own.
There are a number of flexible meal plansto"choose from, designed for
off campus as well as resident students. So sign up soon.
That way you won't just get a good education. You'll get a healthy one.
THE CAMPUS MEAL PLAN.
Fdod for thought.
Sign up today! in the Cashiers
Office. Formore details, see
your Fooo service Director.
Student Union Building
I III rm.1' III
U --Ii
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Newton-John makes her jumps to
light speed into the life of Kelly.
The few times Kelly dances he is
overshadowed by Newton-John,
the sickeningly sweet daughter of
zeus sent to make Kelly's dream
of opening a night club come true.
Disappointment doesn't even be-
gin to describe my feelings about
this movie. It was pure caca!
does the best he can with what
he's given. .
The music is Electric Light
Orchestra's typical Euro-disco
pop. It seems to belong more on a
car: radio than in Dolby in a
theater, but if you likethem, you'll
like the soundtrack .
.The writing is, to put it kindly,
horrible.
As for director Robert
Greenwald-I hope he's saving his
money.
The talkies staff usually Consists
of three eager students and one
crotchety 'faculty member who
drag themselves to whatever
movie we make them see and
report back for the benefit of all
humankind. This week only three
of the intrepid quartet went and
saw Xanadu, staring Olivia
Newton-John, GeneKelly, and the
Electric Light Orchestra.
mariage between. Saturday
morning .cartoons and Top 40
radio. It represents another of
movieland's attempts to use films
as .huqe PR campaigns for pop
music.
The movie's makers innocently
(or perhaps cynically) believe that
gyrating dancers and thumping
music can easily replace charac-
ters, plots, good writing, and the
other stuff of good movies.
Olivia Newton-John miracu-
lously float through Xanadu with
whatever dignity she has left
intact; she is as lovely and as
'lacking in substance as a lemon
merengue pie. It's difficult to like
or dislike her. It's hard even to
notice her.
My respect for Gene Kelly
prevents me from outlining the
abominations done to him. He
~;;;,\ r;';;\ t~\
Laura Lenihaga (!~"';l'..lI~)
Sitting through Xanadu was a
true test of patience. As an avid
Gene Kelly fan, I expected to see
an entertaining movie with a lot of
song, dance, and fun; instead I
watched a roller-skating Olivia
,
t'-
Anthony Burt ( 1~ )
Occasional music by the Electric
Light Orchestra, special effects by
R. Greenwald Associates, and one
good musical' production number
(the Tubes meet the Andrew
Sisters) are the only entertaining
and/or interesting features in
Xanadu. Otherwise, the film's
. sappy. The plot is non-existent;
How the films are rated:
**** .= masterpiece*** = very good** = O.K.* = marginal
One or more ~\ = A Turkey
Marianne Flagg (~~ )
Xanadu is basically a restless
('
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Themost important thing in your life
right now, is probably not your bank.
And thors as it should be.
You aren't hereto worry about
your bank. Butyour bank
should be here to worry
about you.
And we are.
That's the FirstSecurity
feeling. Confidence, security
trust. If you're from anyone of
over 100 Intermountain cities,
you may have grown up with
that feeling. And you have
every right·to expect it here.
Even if FirstSecurity was not
your bank at home, we want
:to be your bank here.
Corne in.
I;
I
!
HOURS:
lobby: 9:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.rn., Monday thru Thursday
, 9;30 a.rn, - 6:00 p.m., Friday
D~lve-I~:B:30 a.m. - 6:00 p.rn., Monday thru Friday
Five Mile and Overland -
LO~by: 9:00 a.m. - 8:00p.m., Monday thru Friday.
9.00 a.m. - 6:00 p.rn., Saturday
Glenwood and State '. .
Drive-in: 9:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. Saturday
ADDRESSES:. . . '
119 North 9th Street (Main Office)
Drive-in: 9th and Bannock
80 South Cole Road (Franklin and Cole Office)
421 North Orchard (Orchard Avenue Office)
16th and State Streets
2601 Cassia (Vista Office)
7700 Fairview (Westgate Office)
3301 Chinden. Blvd. (Garden City Office)
10537 Overland (Five Mile and Overland Office)
6788 Glenwood Avenue (Glenwood and State Office)
HANDIBANK LOCATIONS: .
When you need your bank -day or night.
10537 Overland
9th and Bannock
16th and State Street
2601 Cassia
7700 Fairview
..
the acting,' ditto. A viewer has
considerable time to "muse" (a
little Xanadu in-joke, there) on the
soft-focus close-ups of aging Olivia'
Newton-John, barely masking her
crow's feet; on Gene Kelly'S face,
smiling woodenly throughout the
movie; and on Olivia's ineptly
sheathed legs, matched in annual
rings only. by those belonging to
chubby Linda Blair who so blithely
displayed her sequoia stumps in
another equally sappy skate
movie, Roller Boogie.
B.A.A.C.
Holds Arts
Workshop
The Boise Allied Arts Council
announces a special workshop
with Jean Squair for all arts'
organ tzat ions and non-profit
groups on Friday and saturday,
September 12 & 13th, at the Red
Lion Riverside.
Jean squalr is a nationally
recognized lecturer and consultant
. in the arts administration field.
She is the founding president of
the Association of California
Symphony Orchestras and a mem-
ber of the Women's Council Board
of the American Symphony
Orchestra League, the Board of
Governors of the San Francisco
Symphony, the Board of Directors
of the Western Opera Theater of
the san Francisco Opera, and the
Museum Society of san Francisco.
She is also a founder of the
Friends of the Kennedy Center in
Washington, D.C.
The Friday workshop will cover
community involvement sucbas
membership auxlllarles, fund
raising events, season ticket cam-
paigns. The saturday workshop
will go. into detail with marketing,
public relations, board responsi-
bility and funding. Both days will
be scheduled from 10:00-12:00 &
1:00-3:00, with a luncheon served
from 12:00-1:'00..
•Workshop fees have been ad-
justed to encourage all arts and'
non-profit organizations to sent
more than one representative to
the two day event. Basic work-
shop fee, including luncheon, is
$23.00with discounts beginning at
$5.00 fpr early registrations.
For more information and regis-
tration, call or write the Boise
Allied Arts Council. TTl So. 8th
st., 83702, 344-7585 ..
Channel 4
Wins Again
Among the 283 American public
television stations, BSU's"KAID-
TV hasonce again attained the top
national ranking as the most-
watched public television station
in percentage of total viewers in
the treasure Valley market area,
according to figures released this
-spring by public broadcasting's
Washington office.' ,
The ranking was determined
from Neilsen ratings taken during
February, 1980. '
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GARFIELDTM By Jim Davis
GARFIELD, THERE.'S NOTHING-
YOU CAN DO OR SAY TO
MAKE. ME. SHARE. MY
LA'5AGN~ WITH YOU
© 1980United Feature Syndicate, Inc. JfM flAVfS
FLIP-,
NOW THAT WAS
AN EFFECTIVE.
LITTLE. PLOY
Calendar
YOU'RE.A
L.OUSY
REAl7E.R,
GARFieLD
Wednesday. Sep. 3
Issue #1 0;' the Arbiter on the stands
Late registration and Drop/Add begins,
Administration Building 9:00 a.m.- 4:00
p.rn, (Monday-Friday) and 6:30-8:00
p.rn, (Monday"Thursday).
Republican Picnic, 5:30 p.m, In
Municipal Park. For Inlo call 343-6405
or 375-7627. Alternatives to tho Dralt
Bonolll. 9:00 o.rn. at Desmond and
Molilos' bar, Broadway Avonuo,
Thursday, September 4.
, SPB Film The Papor Chaao and cartoon
short, 3:00 p.m. Ada Loungo.
For Freshmen, "Is Thero Lite Alter
High Scl)ool?" , 7:00 p.rn. In the Ada
Lounge. Sponsored by the' Campus
Crusade lor Chrlet.
Friday, Sep. 5
SPB Film The Papor Chase and cartoon
short, 7:30 p.rn. Ada Lounge.
Blood Drive, 10:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m. In
the SUB Big Four Room., Roll up and
give.
Payette WIiltewater RoundUp, Banks,
Idaho. 11:00 a.m.-2:oo p.m. Kayak
Slalom Race, 3:00-5:00 p.rn. Downriver
Ralt Race.
5:DO-11:00p.m • IlBO, Dance, Movies
Sunday.Sep.1
SPB Film, Tho Paper Chase and
cartoon short, 6:00 p ..m. In the Ada
Lounge. ,
More Kayaklng at Banks, 11 :00
a.m.o4:00p.m.
Monday, September 8
First Monday altho school year, 0 joy I
Tuesday, September 9
Day belore Wednesday
Wednesday, September 10
Issue #2 01 tho Arbiter on the stands.
Entry date deadline lor Intramural
Co-Ed Softball, Fleo Football, and
Powder Puff Football.
Go to the Intramural otnce In the
auxllary Gym.
George loves, Mar1ha. You kept me
warm at V.F.
Mr. Kiwi seeks bl~XUal companion to
share cardboard box In Garden City.
You can find me behind tho sewage
treatment plant:
Need help wlttl your English or Math
class? So do I.
Evolution: Threat orrnenace? Call
Bonzo, Boise City Zoo.
If I catch any 01 you jackasses loollng
with my wile you're In big trouble.
This Is your only warning, signed
Oberon .
HI there Mark, Russell, Roger, Sheryl,
Debbie and Tina. Happy houso
warming.
Happy BIrjJ1day Laslo, from all the
gang at Mortar Creek.
e
The Arbiter wants your classified ad for
the Personals column. 'Get your
message in the Media wilh an Afblter
classified.
.f·I'~.. ~,.t
Dist. LA Times Synd.
FOR SALE
Stereo components: Denon direct drivo
turntable; Yamaha amp, 65 waltsl
'channel; AD5-710 speakers. Call Mike
at 345-8330 (messago) or ,~5407.
tnsr. LA Itmes Syn:1 c 1G30Pur.~hPubi" l.td,
o lOW Punch Puu~I'~.L:::ld~. ....-:...-----------~~-~":_~~ "Well. what category do you want to start off ~ith ,I
"Let m; get straight to the point. We'd)il<e to buy today: show tunes, football or great names In r HI-ho, HI-ho, It's back 10 echo .... Oh
the shores of G'ltche Gumee. American paintlnq?" ..' ~ hello, wo didn't 500 yOll como In. No,
. . no we're very sorry,. no passed away---==.:'~~=~~--'r-------';;"----~-'1~--:·"'=-';"'--'---~1-~::-:-~-=r~---llast Augu,t, tho heat you know, WE'll
~ novor lorgol how handsome .ho looko:l(- =.= - cigarette case Music note . In his Bolivian Admiral's uniform, the
I 1F.'. !\l~,,:ss ~"f;;n@@ ~RmR,7,N~oc~ Irom campus, washer, ~~?,o~a~~~let ~~7~~~~P:uncllnolebook ~~:t~rSI~t~~~rt~~~~~I~~~s~Uu~~~~~ tl ~j ~td;J1J U fa 1iO...::r dryer, ,fridge. stove, utilities paid. $110 black clutch purse', Paper-Worker conlrol of CIA jets spellod out "Viva
per month. 342-4754 or 375-4032. green checkbook ,,,' ft ....,.""•.! Sombreros" In. tho sky abovo him.
black comb 'IV I10....U Really quito touching. Old we toll you
Idaho IIrsl saVings & check book The Arbiter needs someone to wo were fouched? S~klng 01
U.S. census enumerator card distribute their nowspapers. You must lunlfol1llll, thoro II II lroo copy 01 Mac
koys have a truck or a van and be Iree on Arthur by Clay Blair, JR. wailing lor
money clip Wednesday lrom roughly 11:00am to tho III'llI nIno poopla.to waltz Inlo the
gold bracelet I 13 t· Arbiler office [located' high atop the
gold earring 12:3Opm. $25 a week p U3, con s a Studll/lt UnUm Building-really II's Just.
green notebook mile. Apply at the Arbller Office. on tho eecond lloar] and t~1I our
orange noteboo1< The Afbiler wants your classified ad. Intelligent 18CrBlary Cathy what hap-
Here & Now /I-book Only a nickel a word, Gad what a pons to old soIdlon. Can you l8y
'Study Bible-book bar:Ja1n..' sycophant? We thought yOu CCClld.Blolog~ manual
FOUND
blue coat
yellow windbreaker
tan shorts
while sweater
2 sunglasses .
Texas Instrument calculator
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